
Connectionism vs. 
Symbolism

The Algebraic Mind Ch. 4 and a reader’s guide



Some Definitions (1/3)
From the glossary

connectionism: As it is used in 
cognitive science, connectionism 
refers to the field dedicated to 
studying how cognition might be 
implemented in the neural 
substrate.

proposition: Used here in the 
sense common in psychology: a 
mental representation of the 
meaning of a subject-predicate 
relation. 



Some Definitions (2/3)
From the glossary

connectionism: contemporary 
artificial neural networks and 
some future discovery of how 
neural networks exist in the brain 
in great detail

proposition: Used here in the 
sense common in psychology: a 
mental representation of the 
meaning of a subject-predicate 
relation. 



Some Definitions 
(3/3)

                    From the glossary

proposition: a term used in logic 
to describe the content of 
assertions, content which may be 
taken as being true or false, and 
which are a non-linguistic 
abstraction from the linguistic 
sentence that constitutes an 
assertion. The nature of 
propositions are highly 
controversial amongst 
philosophers, many of whom are 
skeptical about the existence of 
propositions, and many logicians 
prefer to avoid use of the term 
proposition in favor of using 
sentences.

connectionism: contemporary 
artificial neural networks and 
some future discovery of how 
neural networks exist in the brain 
in great detail



The Thesis
Gary F. Marcus’s arguments

This discussion will focus on Chapter 4
"Structured knowledge"

"Representational schemes most 
widely used in multilayer 
perceptrons cannot support 
structured knowledge [or] a 
distinction between kinds and 
individuals"



Prior work on comparing connectionist to 
symbol-manipulating cognitive architectures 

History (1/3)

"[Symbol-manipulating cognitive 
architectures have] a 'language of 
thought': combinatorial syntactic 
and semantic 
structure…Mind/brain 
architecture is not Connectionist 
at the cognitive level."

Connectionism and cognitive architecture: A critical analysis

Jerry A. Fodor, Zenon W. Pylyshyn 
(1988)



Prior work on comparing 
connectionist to 
symbol-manipulating 
cognitive architectures 

        
         History (2/3) "Linguistic inflection (e.g., Rumelhart & 

McClelland, 1986a), the acquisition of 
grammatical knowledge (Elman, 1990), the 
development of ob- ject permanence 
(Mareschal, Plunkett & Harris, 1995; 
Munakata, Mc- Clelland, Johnson & Siegler, 
1997), categorization (Gluck & Bower, 1988; 
Plunkett, Sinha, Møller & Strandsby, 1992; 
Quinn & Johnson, 1996), reading (Seidenberg 
& McClelland, 1989), logical deduction 
(Bechtel, 1994), the “balance beam problem” 
(McClelland, 1989; Shultz, Mare- schal & 
Schmidt, 1994), and the Piagetian stick-
sorting task known as seriation (Mareschal & 
Shultz, 1993)."



Prior work on comparing connectionist to 
symbol-manipulating cognitive architectures 

History (3/3)

"Ideas could not be represented 
by words… Words were not 
innate, the only alternative being 
images. This is the imageless 
thought controversy… Images 
serve as data-structures in 
human memory"

Image and Mind

Stephen M. Kosslyn (1980) 



Concepts
What do concepts, representations and 

structured knowledge really mean?

"The adult mind must distinguish 
conceptual representations from 
perceptual representations… 
conceptual categories exhibit a 
different course of development 
than do perceptual categories"

The Origin of Concepts

Susan Carey (2009)



Language
Why do we care so much about language and how it’s 

dealt with in cognitive architectures?

"We hypothesize that faculty of 
language in the narrow sense 
only includes recursion and is the 
only uniquely human component 
of the faculty of language."

The Faculty of Language: What Is It, Who Has
It, and How Did It Evolve?

Marc D. Hauser, Noam Chomsky, W. Tecumseh Fitch 
(2002)



A discussion on how these things are different

Two Classes of 
Architectures

Symbol-manipulating Connectionist /
Neural network

Model Rarely code & usually 
interpreting a bunch of trees

Neural networks implemented in 
Python

Learning Extremely varied and sometimes 
unspecified

Backpropogation, in bio 
consensus limited

Application Language, logic & reasoning 
about facts

Perception, or things that make 
money & have data

Neuronal 
Substrate

Structures bigger than cells in 
the brain Consensus limited

Criticism "So flexible" as to be hard to 
"falsify"

Neural nets don’t understand 
"representations"



Problems of knowledge we are interested in

Subproblems

Description Symbol-manipulating Connectionist /
Neural network

Variables Generalizing words in a 
sentence Encoding hierarchies explicitly Related things "activate the 

same neurons"

Recursion Self-similar syntax trees Pointers Recurrent (output is input) and 
convolutional (geolocal)

Inheritance Sharing aspects of facts in a 
conventional hierarchy Encoding hierarchies explicitly Dimension reduction, Principal 

component analysis

Individuals 
v. Kinds

Information I store about 
individuals versus the category it 

belongs to
Encoding hierarchies explicitly Related aspects "activate the 

same neurons" 



Specific Criticisms
Problems with multilayer perceptrons

Argument Counter-argument

"Geometrical:" Vectors sufficient to represent 
facts

Polytopes and interpolated vectors suck, 
"superposition catastrophe"

"Simple recurrent networks:" Neural networks 
with hidden layers can reason

Cannot generalize to words it has never seen 
before (the Noam Chomsky argument)

Generalization is just overlapping facts Catastrophic inference, no overlapping facts have 
an "easier time"

Syntax trees represent recursion "externally" He agrees

We only need nodes, weighted connections and 
gradient descent to do recursion Something similar to superposition catastrophe



Specific Criticisms
Problems with multilayer perceptrons

Argument Counter-argument

We only need semantic networks to do recursion, 
and the nodes are neurons

Brain doesn’t rapidly new synaptic conns., only 
creates neurons in limited ways

What if we have a pile of unused neurons hiding 
somewhere?

Might have enough, but too physically distant 
inside brain to be plausible

"Temporal synchrony:" activate neurons in a 
timed sequence to assign the right variables

"Crosstalk:" variables in sentences get mixed up; 
not good at handling lots of propositions

"Period doubling:" overlap assignments in a smart 
way to handle more propositions Doesn’t work for long-term knowledge

"Switching networks:" switch box neuron to fake 
having lots more connections

Too few switches, and only "first order bindings," so 
no recursion



Specific Criticisms
Problems with multilayer perceptrons

Argument Counter-argument

"Structures to activation values:" each structure 
gets its own neuron

Neurons can’t possibly be that accurate, maybe 10 
distinct vals instead of septillions 

What if I have n-dimensional value storage hiding 
inside neuron somewhere?

Doubtful; only demonstrated with tiny 
vocabularies [sounds like vectors]

"Tensor calculus:" two vectors and a multiply can 
do recursion, result is neuron value

Number of neurons needed increases 
exponentially w.r.t. depth of structures

"Temporal asynchrony:" Fixed neuron count and connections, 
weights and activation sequences can change

Solves recursion but still has crosstalk: too much 
temporal precision needed



Treelets
A summary of a new theory



Ben Berman

That’s all!


